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Sioux City Downtown Transportation Study – Skywalk Network Recommendations 

Background and Purpose 
The pedestrian system in downtown is made up of sidewalks and second-level skywalks, each of which 
support travel between generators such as office uses, residences, and civic buildings as well as parking 
areas for these uses. The purpose of this memorandum is to highlight preliminary proposals for skywalk 
network improvements focused on: 

• Locations where enhanced maintenance is warranted.

• Potential expansion/extensions to the current network to support currently un/underserved and
emerging activity locations.

• Access improvements to the current network such as wayfinding signage and new vertical access to
the sidewalk.

Consistent with the central theme of other individual modal components, the skywalk network cannot 
be evaluated entirely independent from the others. Thus, proposals for the skywalk network need to 
integrate with the vehicle network, the transit network and the bicycle network and especially the 
complementary sidewalk network. 

Within and across each of the modal networks, the study team worked with the Stakeholder Committee 
to systematically address needs gaps, priorities and opportunities/barriers. The study team established 
concurrence points at each step, which included: 

• Workshops/presentations to the Stakeholders Group.

• Coordination meetings/check-ins with SIMPCO staff.
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Skywalk Network Proposals 

Overview of Approach 

Actions proposed for the skywalk network focus on addressing condition of the current routes, 
including: 

• Maintenance activities. Items proposed in this element of skywalk network proposals came from 
the 2009 Skywalk Inspection Summary Report and from RDG’s site investigation completed as part 
of the on-going study. Comparison of current skywalk conditions relative to the recommendations 
of the 2009 report found few of the larger scale improvements were made to the network, and 2009 
recommendations remain applicable in 2021. 

• Opportunities for expansion of the network. While the core of downtown is connected through 
the skywalk network, there are pedestrian intense areas (such as the Hard Rock) that lack 
connectivity. Additionally, anticipated future development areas complementary to current activities 
in the core could benefit from skywalk connectivity to uses in the core. It should be noted, 
extension/expansion of the network requires substantial cost. Thus, only higher pedestrian demand 
complementary to buildings/uses currently in the network and within reasonable walking distance 
or between future uses and adjacent primary structured parking have been included in the 
proposals.  

• Enhanced wayfinding and access to the network. There are portions of the network that more 
closely resemble building hallways than elements of the skywalk network in downtown. 
Additionally, some street-level access points that are shared building and skywalk access points lack 
information regarding access to/from the skywalk network. Improved branding and wayfinding 
increase user comfort and convenience, which translates to greater traveler utility and use of the 
network. 

Skywalk Condition-focused Proposals 

Figure 1 displays select interior maintenance items identified along segments of the skywalk network. 
These include replacing missing or damaged ceiling tiles, establishing consistent signage and painting to 
freshen the walls. Below is a summary of our general findings associated with potential improvement 
areas for the skywalk network: 

• Complete maintenance items on bridge structures noted 
here and in 2009 report. 

• Update the engineering inspection program with a focus 
on the Mercy-Discovery Ramp bridge. 

• Develop and implement an interior development program 
for long blank walls such as the “crossroads” segments. 

 

Limited wayfinding and acknowledgement the 
segment is part of the “crossroads” skywalk route. 
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Figure 1:  Skywalk Network – Areas of Condition Improvement Needs

Examples of Ceiling Tile Conditions

Examples of Mixed Wayfinding Signage
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• Develop and implement a comprehensive interior wayfinding system, including  
paths from street entrances to skywalks. 

• Implement placemaking design programs at nodes. 

• Improve visibility and marking of existing skywalk access. 

• Develop new skywalk access points at key locations. 

• Maximize access points to adjacent developments 
and buildings.  

• Repair ceiling damages and address water issues at 
roofs. 

• Develop alleys under the skywalks as a major public 
asset, expanding the mural program, adding alley 
level transparency, and improving lighting and 
paving – a “Sioux City Under” concept. 

Larger scale improvements were organized into four areas: 

• Convention Center Area 

• Ho-Chunk / Museum Area 

• MLK-Core of the Downtown 

• Skywalk “Crossroads” 

Figure 2 displays the areas identified as each of the subareas. Figures 3 through 6 highlight suggested 
maintenance or condition-focused actions for skywalk network facilities in each of the identified 
subareas of downtown.  

Coordination between alleyway murals and the 
skywalk network is a unique opportunity. 
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Figure 2:  Skywalk Network – Areas of Condition Improvement Needs
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Figure 3:  Ho-Chunk / Museum Core – Recommended Skywalk Actions

Recommended Actions
• Correct roof issues and replace ceiling tiles on Ho-Chunk-Heritage 

skywalk bridge
• Address incipient corrosion and repaint structural members of other 

skywalk bridges.
• Provide bicycle parking facilities at Heritage Garage. 
• Clarify public skywalk access at Career Academy south entrance. 

Increase visibility of Ho-Chunk skywalk access points.
• Improve wayfinding and directional information at Ho-Chunk and City 

Museum nodes. Clarify skywalk paths through Ho-Chunk Center to 
improve orientation.

• Investigate feasibility of a skywalk access at the City Museum
• Identify Nebraska Street entrance on west side of City Museum 

exterior as a skywalk access.

Ho-Chunk / Museum Core
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Figure 4:  MLK – Public Library Area – Recommended Skywalk Actions

Recommended Actions
• Enhance access and circulation path from MLK Transit Center and 

bus platform to skywalk level. 

• Develop a Downtown Bike Center at the MLK Transit Center.

• Correct skywalk bridge maintenance items noted in 2009 report.

• Identify main entrance of Frances Building as a skywalk access 
point. 

• Within building constraints, use lighting and graphics within the 
OEB corridor to provide a more welcoming public environment. 

• Improve lighting and apparent security for the north skywalk 
access at the MLK Garage.

MLK-Library
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Skywalk Crossroads

Figure 5:  Skywalk Crossroads Area – Recommended Skywalk Actions

Recommended Actions
• Enhance access and circulation path from MLK Transit Center and 

bus platform to skywalk level. 

• Develop a Downtown Bike Center at the MLK Transit Center.

• Correct skywalk bridge maintenance items noted in 2009 report.

• Identify main entrance of Frances Building as a skywalk access 
point. 

• Within building constraints, use lighting and graphics within the 
OEB corridor to provide a more welcoming public environment. 

• Improve lighting and apparent security for the north skywalk 
access at the MLK Garage.
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Figure 6:  Convention Center Area – Recommended Skywalk Actions

Recommended Actions
• Analyze structure and rehabilitate 5th Street/Mercy Skywalk

• Close existing skywalk entrance to Discovery Garage at 5th and 
Jackson, retain as exit stair only

• Improve interior of skywalk passage along Discovery Garage

• Renew elevator lobby of Discovery Garage and provide clear 
graphic guidance of level change

• Improve directional graphics at hotel skywalk node

• Clarify path from hotel entrance to skywalk level

• Complete necessary exterior maintenance and painting of 
Convention Center and Hotel-City Museum Skywalk

• Address roof issues and repair ceiling tiles at Convention 
Center Skywalk.

Convention Center
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Skywalk Extension Proposals 

The Sioux City community has traditionally been split whenever there is discussion of 
expanding/extending the skywalk network to include more activity areas outside the network’s central 
core. The network’s central core is defined as from Pierce Street to Jackson Street and from the south 
side of 4th Street to the north side of 5th Street. Connected in the core are the HOM Furniture Building, 
Martin Tower Apartments, the Ho-Chunk Center, the Public Museum, the Sioux City Hotel and the 
convention center.  

Assessment of opportunities include: 

• Understanding pedestrian demand between various activity areas and buildings in downtown, 
understanding there is a relatively short acceptable walk distance even in a climate-controlled 
facility. 

• Determining logical travel paths between the uses that are attractive to each other and reflect 
generation that logically supports the added investment. 

• Developing the parcel-to-parcel path to support pedestrian travel. 

• Defining potential access/connector locations between the sidewalk network and the extended 
skywalk segments.  

Assumptions Associated with the Skywalk Network and Extensions 

Outlined below are the critical assumptions in determining extension concepts: 

• Assumption 1: Downtown Sioux City’s skywalk system is an important and useful 
component of the district’s pedestrian transportation system. Changing conditions in 
downtown have affected the system’s level of use. Changes have included a decline of general retail, 
contraction of in-person services and staffing at banks, closing of second level retail access points, 
and the overall reduction of the daytime downtown population during the last pandemic-influenced 
year. Yet, the core system remains a valuable resource and continues to serve important functions. 

• Assumption 2: In place of traditional retail, office, and banking uses, other new 
destinations have been introduced into downtown. While some of these are served by the 
skywalk core, others are in peripheral parts of downtown. The City Museum and the Sioux City 
School District’s Career Academy have occupied former retail space in the core, but other potential 
destinations, including the Hard Rock Casino, the Art Center, a major new housing development, 
and the emerging Pearl Street District. Several of these destinations are disconnected from the 
skywalk core by surface parking lots, which could ultimately prove to be highly developable sites 
and provide infill/intermediate generators supporting extension. 

• Assumption 3: Skywalk extensions to new destinations will be incorporated into future 
developments, not built in advance. New independent skywalk structures other than bridges 
over streets are very expensive and do not produce revenue or serve adjacent development. As 
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Sioux City developed the current skywalks, the city  developed key structures to maintain 
connectivity:  

– A free-standing skywalk to the Convention Center. 

– The “crossroads” structures over alleys on the Pierce to Nebraska/4th to 5th Street blocks.  

Most future extensions indicated in the expansion concept assume skywalk expansion would be 
incorporated into future adjacent development. For key connections, the concept may use alley 
right-of-way in built-up areas where in-building options are not feasible. 

• Assumption 4: The skywalk system will not serve every development area of the city center. 
There is a practical limit to the length of an expanded skywalk network, and it is not necessary to 
serve every development focus with skywalks. Thus, the expansion plan does not serve the 4th 
Street District, but a more open public passage to the Marriott to Virginia Street may better serve 
the district. New residential growth along 1st Street in the southeast sector downtown is too distant 
and lacks the possibility of intermediate destinations.  

• Assumption 5: Skywalk bridges have visual effects and should minimize impact on historic 
structures. A skywalk connection to the Warrior Hotel will not disturb the historic façade but 
could affect views from the west. On the other hand, City Hall and Woodbury County Courthouse 
likely cannot be feasibly connected without major impact. The alley adjacent to the east of the 
buildings might provide an opportunity, but at significant cost. 

• Assumption 6: Connection to the skywalk system can be a significant catalyst for new 
development. Surface parking lots around the downtown core provide significant possibilities for 
redevelopment, and connections to offices, community assets, and some commercial use could be 
viewed as a significant asset. Proposed skywalk connections, with a means if execution through 
public/private partnerships, could help channel reinvestment in productive ways. 

Potential Skywalk Extension/Expansion Concepts 

Figure 7 displays potential skywalk extension concepts that reflect the assumptions listed above. Based 
on these assumptions, the expansion includes the following: 

• Endpoints. The extent of the network, across the concepts, would be extended to the Hard Rock 
Casino and Pearl Street, the Sioux City Art Center, Federal Building, Warrior Hotel, and 6th Street 
and Douglas Street (to serve the major historic government buildings). In a couple of cases, these 
endpoints could extend further, especially to Tyson Center, but these more peripheral locations 
would require major redevelopment of existing parking lots. 

• Expansion 1: Warrior Connection. An extension to the Warrior Hotel is a feasible single span 
connection over 6th Street, using the alley to the west of the building. This also serves the adjacent 
Davidson Building, provides an interior connection to the MLK Transit Center and parking ramp, 
and connects the hotel into the overall system, a desirable link. Major impact is the view of the 
Warrior from the west. 
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Figure 7:  Potential Skywalk Extension Concepts
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Key Notes

1

WARRIOR CONNECTION: Extends Blue Line to 
Warrior Hotel from MLK Parking Ramp using alley 
west of the hotel. Contingent on SHPO approval.  
Includes one new bridge.

2

LIBRARY TO FEDERAL BUILDING LINK: Blue Line 
extension from Library and US Bank. Requires 
redevelopment on Douglas Street block from 5th to 
6th. Includes one new bridge.

3

HARD ROCK EXTENSION. Extends Red Line 
through Rivers Landing Ramp and through alleys 
to casino. Also serves the Pearl Street District. 
Requires passage through garage and free-
standing skywalk structure through alley. Limited 
redevelopment potential. Includes two new 
bridges.

4

DOUGLAS STREET: Requires major 
redevelopment along east side of Douglas and 
coordination with Hom Furniture, possibly 
involving use of a strip of the store’s current 
second floor area. Long-term project to be 
integrated into future redevelopment. Includes two 
new bridges.

5

ART CENTER LINK: Extension of Green Line south 
from Center Bank. Requires and would be 
incorporated into redevelopment on Pierce Street 
block from 3rd to 4th. Requires one new bridge.

6

CASINO LOT: New east-west connection between 
Art Center link and Hard Rock Casino. Requires 
major redevelopment of casino’s current surface 
lot and other sites between 3rd and 4th Streets. 
Requires two new bridges.

7

5TH STREET EXTENSION: Green Line extension to 
Bluebird Flats. Feasible only with future 
redevelopment along 5th Street corridor, which 
should incorporate existing retail and hospitality 
uses.
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• Expansion 2: Federal Link. This extension provides an interior passage from the existing skywalk 
endpoint at the Library and US Bank Building through a future development on the 500 block of 
Douglas Street. With a bridge over Douglas Street, this extends the system to the Federal Building.  

• Expansion 3: Hard Rock Extension. This expansion runs through or adjacent to existing 
buildings to the Hard Rock Casino. It involves establishing a pedestrian path through the Rivers 
Landing parking ramp and using alley air rights north and west of buildings on the south half of the 
400 block of Pearl Street. Access to Pearl Street buildings would be provided wherever possible. 
The extension concept continues over 4th Street to the Casino. Continuation of a route between this 
point and the Pearl Street Ramp would be provided through the Casino. This project, linking the 
east-west “main corridor” connects the convention center and Marriott to the casino. It is assumed 
the climate-controlled pedestrian extension connecting to complementary uses in downtown would 
be perceived as a benefit by casino management, which provides an argument for financial 
participation by Hard Rock. If private sector financial participation is not available, the extension 
would not likely occur.  

• Extension 4: Douglas Street Corridor. This north-south extension serves new development 
opportunities on the 300 and 500 blocks of Douglas Street, both of which provide significant 
block-long mixed-use possibilities. North of the HOM Furniture, a connection could use the mid-
block alley alignment to connect to the library, US Bank and potentially City Hall. Alternatively, a 
continuous passage along Douglas Street within new development (analogous to the passage at the 
MLK Transit Center and the edge of HOM Furniture) would complete a three-block long link 
between 3rd and 6th Streets.  

• Extension 5: Art Center Link. This extension, south from the Center Bank terminus to the north 
façade of the Sioux City Art Center, serves an open site on the east side of the 300 block of Pierce 
Street. A long-term extension south over the railroad to Tyson Center is conceivable with major 
redevelopment south of the tracks between Nebraska Street and Pierce Street toward Gordon 
Drive.  

• Extension 6: Casino Lot. Feasibility of this new east-west corridor between 3rd and 4th Streets 
from the Center Bank Building to the Pearl Street parking ramp and the Casino requires major 
redevelopment of existing surface lots, including Hard Rock’s lot, along the south tier of 
downtown.  

• Extension 7: Bluebird Connection. This extension ties the new Bluebird Lofts adaptive reuse 
project to the skywalk system at MLK Transit Center but requires redevelopment of single-story 
commercial buildings along the north side of 5th Street.  

Skywalk Wayfinding and Access Point Improvements 

Relative to the sidewalk network, Sioux City skywalks cover a smaller portion of downtown and include 
much less mileage. As such, added effort to provide a clear and accessible network were the primary 
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goals of the wayfinding effort. Central to the work was considering signage used to provide users with 
the information needed to conveniently access and move about the network. Signage includes: 

• Overhead navigation signs to provide users with information on where they are in the network/in
downtown and orientation to their destination.

• Vertical access points to provide clear and consistent marking of connections between the sidewalk
network and the skywalk network.

• Interior and exterior maps to provide information regarding uses that can be accessed, access
points, and the user’s present location in the system.

Presently, references to various segments of the network are associated with buildings or areas the 
skywalk accesses. For visitors to Sioux City or residents who are not familiar with downtown may find 
it difficult to follow directions provided if they ask. Additionally, providing directions may be difficult 
also. Establishing a more “route-centric” naming concept could improve wayfinding and provide an 
additional means of branding areas. Figure 8 provides a concept for consideration and conversation. 
The network has been divided into five “routes” with the Mainline (red route) providing a primary east-
west spine through downtown. All other routes feed to/from the spine.  

The focus of the final element of the review is wayfinding/placemaking in the network and 
identification of clear vertical access points. Figures 9 through 14 display examples by area of the 
network where wayfinding/orienting/interior marking improvements are likely warranted. Actions in 
these areas would benefit from: 

• Consistent skywalk signage (branding).

• Improved access point markings (this is likely the most needed wayfinding action).
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Figure 8:  Reading the Network – Alternate Wayfinding Concept

“Main Line” - Rivers Landing to 
Convention Center

“South Loop” - Crossroads to Sioux City 
Hotel

“North District” – Crossroads to MLP 
Center/Library

“East District” – Sioux City Hotel to 
Mercy Hospital

“Ho-Chunk Link” – Ho Chunk Center to 
Career Academy

Junction

Access Point

LEGEND
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Figure 9:  MLK Transit Center and Library Area Wayfinding Review

Complicated path from parking space to 
skywalk entrance

Blank wall opportunity

Poor wayfinding at 
node

Unclear arrival at destination building

Clear map

Street orientation issues

Poor marking of skywalk access point Am I lost?

Skywalk Sections Covered in Noted Conditions
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Figure 10:  MLK Transit Center and Library Area Wayfinding Review (Cont.)

Skywalk Sections Covered in Noted Conditions

Pierce Street Bridge to 
Library

Poorly marked connection from OEB to 
MLK Parking

Generous node

Terminal at bank level, little orientation

Poor marking of skywalk access point

Am I lost?

Unclear direction
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Figure 11:  Four Corners/River Landing Area Wayfinding Review 

5th Street Bridge to Central 
Bank

Blank, disorienting 
corridor

Blank corridor

Major crossroads with security desk

Lobby at River Landing 
garage

Potential west connection 
through garage

HOM showroom access, lacks orientation signage

Redevelopment site with possible 
north link to 6th Street

Connection opportunity

Skywalk Sections Covered in Noted Conditions
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Skywalk Sections Covered in Noted Conditions

Figure 12: Four Corners/Ho-Chunk/Museum Area Wayfinding Review

Potential redevelopment 
site

Major crossroads with security desk, however, confusing wayfinding

Nebraska St bridge to Ho-
Chunk. Water damage

Ambiguous upper lobby (private or public)

Street entry without skywalk 
marking

Unattractive entrance to 
main node

Ho-Chunk arrival sequence, lacks 
orienting signage
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Skywalk Sections Covered in Noted Conditions

Figure 13:  Four Corners/Ho-Chunk/Museum Area Wayfinding Review (Cont.) 

Node with information at 
Educ Center

Lack of cues at key 
juncture

Blank wall entering City 
Museum

Museum skywalk level 
corridor

Ho-Chunk Plaza entrance, 
signage opportunity

Dramatic museum view

Art in “Museum Leg”
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Skywalk Sections Covered in Noted Conditions

Figure 14:  Med Center/Convention Center Area Wayfinding Review 

Misdirection through level 
change at Heritage Ramp

Medical center elevators, 
signage opportunity 

Tripping hazard on 
connection route

Confusing wayfinding @ 
hotel

Uncomfortable path to 
parking ramp

Difficult to read directions

Hotel skywalk entrance lacks 
information/wayfinding

Convention Center 
skywalk entrance
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